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A GENERAL REPRESENTATION FOR AXIAL-FLOW FANS AND TURBINES
By W. PEEL and M. TrCKER
SUMMARY
.4 general representation of fan and turbine arrangement on
a &gle clustijcation chart ig presented thut i~ made pos8ible by
a particular definition of the stage of an axial-$ow fan or twr-
bine. Sereral unconventional fan and turbine arrangements
are indicated and the apptica~ioms of these arrangements are
discussed.
INTRODUCTION
A study of the idealized twodirnem=ional blade mrange-
meuts of rcxird-ffowfans and turbines, or turbomachiies,
indicates that, on the basis of a certain definition of the tur-
bornachine stage, vaMous fan and turbine m-ranga.nentscan
be represented on a single chart. This report presents a
definhion of the turbomachine stage and the resulting classi-
fication chart, which was de-wloped from an arudysis of the
general velocity diagram for the fan or turbine stage. Some
unconventional fan and turbine arrangements are indicated
in the chart; these arrangements and some possible applica-
tions are discussed. Turbomachines having variable axial-
flow mea are shown to be amenable to the same general
representation.
SYMBOLS
The following stymbols are used in the text and on the
figures:
.-i asitil-flowarea
a parameter chmacterizing change in a.siaLflowarea
AH(UHtOta]-pressure coefficient, ~
~ pv~
&CB presslme coei%cient, ~
< w?
H tow] pressure
static pressure
design pmipheral speed of rotor
asial velocity
ratio of rotor-entrance relati~e tangential-velocity com-
ponent to rotor peripheral speed
ratio of rotor-exit relative tangential-velocity component
to rotor peripheral speed
mass de~ity
Subscripts: -
r fan or turbine stage
f rotor
d downstream stator
w upstream stator
O entrance to upstream stator
1 entrance to rotor
2 esitfrom rotor or entrance to downstream stator
3 exit from dovrnstream stator
GENERAL REPRESENTATION SCHEME
A singlestage of an asial-flow fan or turbine may be Wined
as consisting of an upstream stator, a rotor, and a down-
stream stator, as show-nin figure 1. The flow, assumed to be
twodimensionaI, incompressible, and frictionk, is con-
sidered to enter the upstream stator and to Ieave the dovrn-
stream stator -with a velocity r in a purely axial direction.
The stage -relocity diagram is shown in figure 1. The
velocitydiagram ~ectors are shown re~ative to the corres-
ponding bIading. Positive directions of the ~elocity vectors
are indicated.
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The velocity-diagram parameters used in the stage analysis
are z and y. The peripheral speed of the rotor is denoted by
u. The quantity z represents the ratio of the rotor-entrance
relative tangential-velocity component to the rotor peripheral
speed. The quantity y represents the ratio of the rotor-exit
relative tangential-velocity component to the rotor peripheral
speed. In figure 1, the upstream stator imparts a tangential-
velocity component (z-l)IJ to the fluid. Relative to the
rotor, the incoming tangential-velocity component is xu and
the outgoing tangential-velocity component is W. The
downstream stator remov~ the tangential-velocity com-
ponent (y-l)u from the fluid.
The nondimensional prewyre cocfficiwts across tho various
stage elements are, by Bernoulli’s equation,
Upstream strhr c.,8u+Q- (X–1)’
~ puz
Rotor
Downstream stator d,,,~ =%= (y– l)Z
Z W2
(1)
(q
(3)
The stage, or over-all, pressure coefficient Cfi,fis the sum of
the component prmsure coefficients:
C,.J=2(3+ (4)
The rotor pressure coefficient Cm,,and the over-all pressure
coefficient CP,Jthus are functicms of the velocity-diagram
parameters z and y. Either z or y may be eliminated from
equations (2) and (4) to give CP,1in terms of CP,,and one of
tho parameters; that is:
(5)
(6)
The families of parabolas representing equations (5) and
(6) are shown in the classification chart (fig. 2). The
quantity x—y is, by the momentum principle, the tangential
force or torque per unit radius on each rotor blade per unit
mass flow per unit circumferential speed. Positivo torque
corresponds to fan action, in which energy is transferred to
the fluid by means of the rotor. hTegative torque corre-
sponds to turbine action, in which energy is transferred from
the fluid by means of the rotor. Positive values of CP,fthere-
fore correspond, by equation (4), to fan action and negative
values to turbine action. Figure 2 thus represents a general
designation of the characteristics of asial-flow fans and
turbines.
DISCUSSION ““
FANS AND TURBINESWITH CONSTANTAXIAL-FLOW’ AREA
conventional fans and turbines.-Operating conditions
for various fan or turbine arrangements cambe obtained from
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the chart in figure 2. Fan arrangements consisting of a rotor
foIlowed by a stator will be designated rotor-etator fans.
Fan arrangements consisting of a stator followed by a rotor
will be designated stator-rotor fans. All singk-stage rohm-
statm fans, for which cwidcntly x=1, are rcprcsentcd on the
first-quadrant parabolic arc OA. All single-stagu stakm-
rotor fans, for which evidently y= 1, are rcprcwmhxl on tho
first-quadrant parabolic arc OB. For an over-tdl pressure
coefficient CP,~= 1 in the sirkgkstage rotor-stmtor fan, the
rotor contributes three-fourths rmd the stat.or one-fomlh of
the over-aI1 pressure-rise cocficient. For an over-all pres-
sure coefficient CP,~= 1 in the single-etage stator-rotor frm}
the rotor contributes five-fourths and the stator minus onc-
fourth of the over-all pressure-riso coefficient. 111gcm’ral,
the first quadrant of figure 2 contains the &sign operating
points of conventional fan arrangements, that is, arrange-
ments in which the rotor pressure coefficients and the ovcr+dl
pressure coefficients are both positive.
Similarly, the third quadrant of figure 2 centains the design
operating points for conventional turbine arrangcrncnts in
which the rotor pressure coef%cientaand the over-all pressure
coefficients are both negative.
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Turbine-type fans.-I~ is apparent from the chart that
positive over-all pressure coefficients may also be obtained
for fan arrangements in -whichthe rotor pressure coefficients
are negative. Such arrangements, which are represented in
the second quadrant, will be designated turbine-type fans.
These fans utilize the rotor to transfer kinetic energy of
rotation to the fluid, the tra,nefer thus accounting for the
pressure drop across the rotor. TIM downstream stator
converts the kinetic energy of rotation to pressure energy.
In this way the problem of high blade loading in the presence
of an over-all adverse pressure gradient need be solved only
for the stytor blades. The know-n aerod~amic methods of
increasing the efficiency of diffusion-in particular, the var-
ious methods of boundary-k.yer control-may now be at-
tempted without incurring the ditliculties presented by
application of these methods to blades rotsting at high speed.
Such arrangements appear to offer definite advantages in
developing fans with high pressure rise per stage.
Representative turbine-type fan arrangements are pre-
sented in figures 3 and 4. The fan shown in figure 3 is
designed for operation at point C of flgu.re 2. The rotor
vdocity triangle is simiIar to that of an impulse-turbine
rotor. The fan shown in figure 4 is dwigned for operation at
point D of figure 2. The rotor velocity triangIe is simikr to
that of a reaction-turbine rotor. Although the rotor-blade
pressure distributions in the exampks given are similar to
the favorable pressure distributions that. occur m turbine
blading, the fan rotors transfer energy to the fluid in the
form of kinetic energy of rotation.
Fan-type turbines.-The fourth quadrant of figure 2
contains the design operating points for turbines having
positive rotor pressure coefficients. These turbines, which
wilI be designated fan-type turbines, bear the same relation
to conventional turbines that turbine-type fans bear to
conventional fans.
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Generalization of stage definition.-Ifi may be noted
that the results embodied in figure 2 hold unchanged if the
stage definition is generalized so that the entrance velocity
to, and the exit velocity from, the stage are not necessarily
axial but are equal in magnitude. With this extension, the
results are particularly applicable to mihistage blading.
Consider, for axample, multistage fan or turbine blading
in which the tangential velocities relative to a rotor are equaI
and opposite to the tangential ~eIocities relative to its
dokm.streamstator. The 10CUSin figure 2 of all such blading
is obtained (a) by setting the asial and tangential com-
ponents of the stage entrrmce and etit -velocities equal to r
and (z–l )u, respectively (see fig. 1), and (b) by setting
XU= – (y-l)u or
Z+y=l (7)
Step (a) does away with the upstream stator and conse-
quently fks the change in tangential -ielocity through the
rotor equal to the change in ta-ngentialvelocity through the
downstream stator; step (b), in effect, equates the entymce
velocity relative to the rotor to the entrance -re’locityrelative
to the downstream stator. Equations (7), (6), and (5) yield
C,.f=x’,,r M
This equation wouId be represented in figure 2 by a straight
line through the origin and, of course, espresses the fact that
the rotor and the stator contribute equally to the resultant
pressure change acres the stage.
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FANS AND TURBINES WITH VARIABLE AXIAL-FLOW AREA
Velooity-diagram analysis,-The analysis may be ex-
tended to include a mmiable axial-flow area through the fan
or the turbine. The veloaty diagram to be considered is
shown in figure 5. Radial-velocity components are assumed
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to be nonexistent in the ultimate upstream and downstream
conditions. The parameters characterizing the change in
&al-flow area m
(9)
where
JLJaxial-flow area at entrance to upstream stator
Al asial-flow area at entrance to rotor
A2 axitd-flow area at entrance to downstream sta.tor
.+ a.tial-flow area fit exit from downstream stator
The pressure coefficients of the stage elerncnts are, by
Bernoulli’s equation,
Upstream stutor CP,~= – (3– 1)%(:) (l–a/) (lo)
Rotor CP.r=&–#+(~~(l–a?) (11)
()Downstream stator (?,,,*= (y– 1)2+ ~ ‘(l–ill’) (1Z)
The over-all pressure coeflkient is the sum of tllo components:
The coefficient Cr,f is not indicative of the totttl cnmgy
transferred to the fluid Iwctium of the rhangc in fixial-lkw
area. The total energy change is given by the differvncc in
total pressurw, bmecl on absolute vclocitius, upshwm IInd
downstream of t$e rotor. For the frictiomlcss[1OWnssumccl,
no change in total pressureoccurs across eilhw of (Iw stntors.
If HI and EL me the total pressures upstrmm and down-”
stream of the rotor, respectively, -
[H,=I~r,l+;P (x– l)%t+r? 1
The total-pressure coefficient, for the stage is
CH,,+==2(X+
z Pu=
(14)
(15)
,4
A comparison of equations (11), (13}, and (15) with cquniiom
(2) and (4) shows that the rela[ion bctwern the iwc(ficicnts
()
n-a ~ 2
C.,f= c,,f–~ “ (1–a:)=2(r–y)
n=o u
1 (10)
may be clctmnined by the values given in figurr 2, where
09,,’ may be regarded as an equivalent rotor pressure
coefficient.
Applications.-In the conventionnl nxial-fl(nv fan (11c
rotor transfers energy to thti fluid in tho form of pwssurv
energy. In the turbine-type fan the rotor transfws enrw
to the fluid in the form of lcinetic energy of rotlition. ‘171(,
Wicht, or consiant-pressure, fan dewriki in rrfwwcr 1
transfers energy to th~ fluid in thu form of incrcmccl cuergy
of axial motion. The constant-prwsurc fun uLhcs n rchw
tion in axial-flow ftrca to incrcasc the axird-flow vciocily rIml
thereby converts to axial-flow kinetic cm’rgy [111’statir-
pressure rise that would otkrwisc occur. !511cllfn11sam
indicated in the first quadrant of the chart in figure 2. The
coefficients CH,rand Cp,,’ of equntions (1G) must. IJCused
because of the change in axial-flow aron through tlw fun.
Which of the three methods of t.rtmsfcwringenwgy to ti ffuid
is most efficient depends upon the purpose of the fan Asig]l
under consideration. .Expcrimcntnl dnta on this problem
are limited.
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Tk possible utiLityof appl.yiq -mriable E&l-flow area to
the design of constant-pressure turbines is ako of interest.
Such turbines are indicated in the third quadrant of figure 2.
In the constant-pressure turbine the axial-flow area wouId be
increased in the downstream direction, and the asial-flor
-relocity would thus be decreased. The static-pressure drop
of the working fluid that -would occur if the axial-flow area
were constant may be ritdIified by a change in axial-flow
urea. The turbine thus delivers shaft work at the expense
of a reduced kinetic energy in an axial direction rather than
at the expense of reduced static-pressure energy.
Constant-pressure turbines With increasing axial-flow area
might prove of use in the design of short diffusem. The
diffuser Iengths required to transform the kinetic energy
of a flow to pressure energy are often excessive. In com-
bination with a compressor mounted immediately dowm-
stream on the same shaft, the constant-pressure tu.rbti
would perform the same function as a difihser, in a shorter
length.
CONCLUDINGREMARK
The general representation for axial-flow fans and turbima
presented in this paper indicates severa~ unconventional
arrangements of fans and turbines that appear to offer
definite ad-mntages for high-pressure-rise fans and for
diHuserapplication.
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